INCOSE UK
Training Day 2018

Wednesday 6th June 2018

INCOSE UK training days provide opportunities to extend Systems Engineering skills and explore new topics by learning from acknowledged experts. Each session gives an introduction to a subject or insight into a specific area. This year, INCOSE UK are basing the Training Day around the Year of Engineering, taking a ‘back to basics’ approach and encouraging discussion around the fundamentals of SE.

This year’s tutorial day will be held at Marsh Farm Hotel near Swindon (SN4 8ER) on Wednesday 6th June.

We are offering five full day tutorials and one half day tutorial that will explore a range of Systems Engineering topics. Lunch is included in the registration cost. You can register for a training course by visiting our website www.incoseonline.org.uk where you will also find full details of all six tutorials:

Interfaces and Interdependencies
Ian McClellan

Soft Systems Thinking, Methodology and the Management of Change
Kees van Haperen

Requirements Engineering: From Confusion to Clarity
Douglas Craig

Quality Function Deployment to Improve Your Systems Engineering
Stuart Burge

From Steam to MBSE
Jon Holt and Simon Perry

Tips and Tricks for Memorising the IPOs;
Dr. Taj A. Sturman

INCOSE UK are also offering the opportunity to sit the SEP Certification exam under traditional conditions. The exam will run from 14:00 — 17:00 with lunch available at an additional cost.

“Excellent content extremely relevant and appropriate level of delivery.”

“Good practical demonstration of topic through targeted appropriate exercises.”

“Excellent use of relatable, real-world examples to explain complex concepts”

We recommend booking early to secure your preferred tutorial. For further details on each course, the SEP exam, and information on pricing, please visit www.incoseonline.org.uk.

INCOSE Associate or Certified Systems Engineering Professionals (ASEP or CSEP) receive 1 PDU (Professional Development Unit) for every hour they attend. This tutorial day will be worth 8 PDUs for a full day course and 4 PDUs for the half day session.

For any enquiries regarding the Training Day, please contact the INCOSE UK Secretariat at enquiries@incoseonline.org.uk.